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E N G A G I N G  I N N O V A T I O N

Bates Dressage saddles are the most innovative in the 
world. Born out of total dedication to deliver a saddle 
for sheer performance, Bates dressage saddles will 
raise your expectations forever.

Riders will feel the power of innovation, with instantaneous 
comfort, security and balance seated closer to their horse 
with no interference through the length of their thigh for an 
independent seat allowing pure concentration on feel and 
aids. 

Your horse will show a marked improvement in its freedom 
of movement, expression and self carriage, as the world-

leading EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution and CAIR® 
Cushion System offer a customised fit, even weight 
distribution and fluid cushioning in the most 

generous panel created.  

Every serious dressage rider, owes it to themselves to 
put a Bates Dressage saddle to the test and see the 
difference it makes. Harness the power of innovation 
and exceed your expectations.

exceed your 
 expectations...

To view the complete range of Bates Saddles, including the  
NEW Bates Dressage saddle, visit www.batessaddles.com

www.facebook.com/batessaddles
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SATURDAY JULY 30, 2016
 as part of the winter performance 
sale at Ryans, Heatherbrae, NSW

Auction of the Stars is proud 
to announce its

Tickets: $150 per person (tables of 10)
 If you wish to be seated with another party,  

please ensure your tickets are booked collectively  
and paid for together

Be quick only 400 tickets available. 

Dress code is black tie and boots! 
(no stilettos, ladies, you will sink into the arena surface)

FOR TICKET SALES GO TO: 
http://www.ryanshorses.com.au/shop/

item/2016-ride-to-rio-ball

The ball will be held in the indoor arena on the  
Saturday night of the auction and promises to be the 
equestrian social event of 2016.
 
There will be great food and fabulous 
entertainment for your enjoyment – a live band, 
a live auction, a silent auction – the list goes on!  
This will be the social event of the year!

Monies raised from the ball will be used to help 
bring home the horses of our Australian-based riders 
after the Olympics. The six-month compulsory post-
Olympic quarantine in the Northern Hemisphere is 
beyond achievable finances for many of our Aussies.

OF THE

http://www.ryanshorses.com.au/shop/item/2016-ride-to-rio-ball


CAN’T MAKE IT?

PHONE
BID

About 40% of our horses are sold at auction 
to people who aren’t even there! We would 
love to help you out if you can’t attend the
Auction of the Stars.

Download the phone bid form
from www.auctionofthestars.com
or call Heath on 0417 656 636
or email info@auctionofthestars.com

FINANCE AVAILABLE
Auction of the Stars continues to provide finance to approved
clients based on the two options below.

PRE-APPROVED FINANCE
Have your finance of up to $20,000 approved in advance and 
you can take your new horse home with you! Interest-free over 
12 months. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for details.
* Approved buyers only. Conditions apply.

TOP-UP FINANCE
Don’t have quite enough on the day? Bid up to 30% more on
your selected lot and collect it when it’s paid off with our 
interestfree terms. Email info@auctionofthestars.com for 
details. * Conditions apply.

For further information in relation to 
finance contact Ann-Maree Lourey 
on 0407 453 494.

www.auctionofthestars.com

OF THE

SAVE THE DATE
December 17-18 

Annual
Christmas

Auction
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A MESSAGE FROM HEATH

This is the first t ime w e h ave h ad o ur m id-
year auction here at Heatherbrae. Ordinarily, 
the December auction is the only one here 
at Heatherbrae. This is also the first time 
we have had a Ride to Rio Ball on the 
Saturday evening between the auction 
presentations starting on Saturday morning 
and the auction itself on Sunday. For those of you curious about the ball, you can 
go to the Ryans website (www.ryanshorses.com.au) and find information about 
the evening event and purchase tickets (dress: black tie and boots). 

In this catalogue we have almost 30 lots that do represent an amazing cross-
section of the Australian equestrian industry. We have some beautifully bred 
unbroken stock including the first youngsters from our baby stallion Questing 
R, which do look super exciting. Already some of the Questing R stock has been 
sold to Olympic riders including Rachael Downs.

We also have some very interesting jumping-bred youngsters from Holstein Park. 
These bloodlines represent the best in the world. Mallyon Hills Whistler is a baby 
filly by Wimbourne Constable, the stallion that I am currently eventing. Constable 
looks like being the real deal and going all the way. Everyone is crossing their 
fingers but maybe an Olympic contender for the future. Whistler has the most 
amazing jumping photo and the Constable talent looks like it is to become a part 
of Australia. 

The 6yo mare Lima Magic by Jive Magic has just started winning preliminary 
dressage tests on big scores with Emma Bishop in the saddle. She is just on 
the brink of what could be a very fancy career. For movement-plus, the gelding 
Mount Highlands Finesse has got to be seen to be believed. This is a 17.2hh First 
Kiss gelding, now 8yo. Blenheim Park Shining is also 17.2hh and by the very fancy 
Northern Hemisphere stallion Swarovski. He has just had his first outing at just 
4yo, winning both preliminary tests with scores of more than 70% - a really, really 
lovely youngster. As always, the Buckwell Park presentation is fascinating with 
Buckwell Park Jordyn being a black and white tobiano. Personally, I have never 
seen anything like it in terms of colour, however, don’t be fooled, the breeding is 
state-of-the-art and the movement is truly beautiful. This 3yo youngster is by the 
imported stallion What’s Colour. 

Talking about interesting sires, Tanderra Woodbank River Gem is a weanling 
filly by River Dance. River Dance is the sire of Sue Hearn’s Olympic contender, 
Remmington.  

Again there are broodmares sporting exotic genetics who are in foal to some of 
Australia’s top performing stallions. I am confident that this again is an auction 
with horses that have the potential to become part of Australia’s history. 

Good luck. 

Cheers, 
Heath       
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A MESSAGE FROM ANN-MAREE

Dare to Dream
You need money to be good, don’t you? Are you 
sure? It’s not just a great excuse to defend your 
delay in achieving to your potential?  

You can’t afford to go to the Olympics? You 
haven’t got the money to compete against the 
top dressage riders who reign the reins in Europe, setting the scene for the next 
Australian dressage team? 

I beg to differ. It’s an argument that we debate regularly in our Hunter dressage 
arenas, and I am one who argues that it can be done. Sue Hearn is living proof. 
She doesn’t compete half a dozen horses for philanthropic owners. She doesn’t 
import Grand Prix horses from Germany. She doesn’t spend half her year in 
Europe and half in Australia. She occasionally buys a horse here, at Auction of 
the Stars, if it looks like it might be a bargain, and brings it on as a competition 
horse. Yet she is sitting in prime Olympic contention on a horse by River Dance, 
bought as a yearling and trained herself. 

Thanks to Sue Hearn, all of us can dare to dream again. Sue has never spent 
a fortune on horses, has never swanned around the competitions in a pop-out, 
pop-up, state-of-the-art truck, never had a trail of grooms and owners following 
along behind her, and yet there she is, in Europe, at age 61, second in the scores 
amongst the Aussies. 

It can be done. 

And you can start right here. One of my mature-age grooms – a hard-working, 
invaluable groom – had never been in a dressage saddle or ridden in a dressage 
arena when she came to Byalee. She learnt the ropes, she earned her top hat 
and tails and boots as bonus gifts for her hard work, she competed at Prix St 
Georges on sale horses, she swapped out-of-hours services for a foal with Grand 
Prix genetics, and suddenly she had all the opportunities anyone else had. 

It can be done. 

My second Grand Prix horse was bought as a foal. He placed Big Tour with me 
at CDI level and ultimately ended up elite-listed with Heath Ryan as he was 
prepared for sale. In real terms, he cost me $3000. 

If Sue can do it, and a 40-year-old groom can do it, and I can do it, then so can 
you. 

It can be done.

At Auction of the Stars we aim to provide the bloodlines that you need to 
succeed, so that you can then narrow down your search based on gender, size, 
colour and all the quirks that prompt riders to feel a connection. Thanks to Sue, 
the dream of the everyday person to one day ride at the Olympics is alive and 
well. Again. At last. 

Dare to dream!

Ann-Maree 
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Important Notices
CONDITIONS OF SALE

The conditions of sale that apply to this auction are publicly displayed on the 
website, www.auctionofthestars.com also at the stables and inside the
auction arena.  A copy can be obtained from the sales office. 

DELIVERY

Horses may be collected once paid for.

PAYMENTS

Purchasers’ attention is drawn to the conditions of sale that unless other 
arrangements are made, terms are cash before delivery. This sale is conducted on 
a GST exclusive basis and the final price is subject to 10% GST.  Where payments 
are made with Visa, Bankcard or Mastercard, a 3% surcharge will be made. (No 
American Express or Diners Card.) 

TIMETABLE

Saturday, July 30
8.30am: Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares 
9.45am: Open round yard
10.00am: Presentation of ridden horses and trialling
12.00pm: Stallion display by 8 AOS stallions
2.00pm: Finish 
6.30pm – midnight: Ride to Rio Ball…  
Black Tie and Boots in the Arena, tickets $150 a head, book at 
http://www.ryanshorses.com.au/shop/category/ticket-sales

Sunday, July 31
8.00am: Trialling of ridden horses
9:20am: Put up round yard
9.30am: Presentation of freeschooling unbroken stock and broodmares 
11.00am: VIPs seated and drinks and nibbles are served
10.45am: Stallion masterclass with the eight stallions
12noon: Auction starts
VIP booking: download the booking form at  
www.auctionofhtestars.com, contact us at  
info@auctionofthestars.com or phone 0407 453 494.
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Important Notices
INSURANCE

We highly recommend that you choose to insure your purchase: Cheryl Dods 
from IRT Insurance will be in attendance at the sale and she will be happy to 
answer all your insurance questions and/or you can call her on 0411 703 703.  
IRT Insurance offers fall-of-hammer cover for mortality and theft at competitive 
rates.  All auction horses have a certificate of good health acceptable for 
insurance purposes and we strongly advise that you do not transport your new 
purchase home with insuring it!

AUCTION OF THE STARS CONTACTS

Auctioneer Andrew Hearn 0412 648847
andrew@andrewhearn.com.au

Directors Heath Ryan 0417 656 636 info@auctionofthestars.com 
Ann-Maree Lourey 0407 453 494 
am@byalee.net

ACCOMMODATION

Sir Francis Drake  02 49871444 
Motto Farm Motel  02 49871211
Colonial Motor Inn 02 49 872244 
Sleepy Hill Motor Inn 02 49 872321

Other accommodation options are available by contacting: 
Raymond Terrace Tourism Centre   0249 871211 

DIRECTIONS

The Newcastle Equestrian Centre is on the Pacific Highway at Motto Farm, 
between Raymond Terrace and Hexham. 

You will find it between the Sir Francis Drake motel and the Motto Farm 
Convention Centre. 

It is just 15 minutes from Newcastle Airport – 2273 Pacific Highway, 
Heatherbrae. 
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RIDDEN HORSE TRIALLING
This is one of the outstanding opportunities offered through the AOS selling program. 
We would encourage all riders who are slightly interested in the ridden horses to 
pluck up the courage to trial these horses in the official trialling times. Of course you 
are very welcome to trial these horses by prior arrangement in the weeks preceding 
the auction. Most people do suffer from the thought of riding in front of a crowd on 
the official trialling day. Our take on this is that if you are too embarrassed to look 
out for your own interests, then certainly nobody else will. Also, if you have dreams 
and ambitions, secret or otherwise, and being embarrassed is the biggest obstacle 
you have to overcome, then really life is not too bad. Realistically you will have to 
overcome much bigger obstacles than just being self-conscious or embarrassed. Get 
out there, trial these horses and take advantage of a great opportunity.

At the auction you do have the unique advantage of comparing one horse against 
the other. This comparison opportunity is exactly what happens in competition, one 
horse immediately compared against another, a phenomena which is very difficult to 
replicate when buying a horse privately. Riding is a passion discipline and in most 
instances when buying privately a prospective purchaser falls in love with a horse and 
buys it. In the auction situation, a prospective purchaser is much more likely to weigh 
up the pros and cons of each horse on a comparative basis. Of course, falling in love 
with the horse is a critical ingredient for success but we at the AOS would encourage 
you firstly to select your next horse on an intellectual level, then follow your heart 
and fall in love with the horse. We all know of people that have bought horses that 
didn’t turn out to be everything they had hoped for but nevertheless, love the horse 
and persevere even when it is clear they should sell and start again. Treat the auction 
trialling as a day at the office.

We encourage everyone to trial each horse that goes close to falling into their wish 
list category. Keep in mind that sometimes a horse that reads and looks mediocre in 
the catalogue actually turns out to be lots better in real life than you had expected. 
Conversely, some horses will catch your imagination in the catalogue, and then be 
disappointing in real life. Once you ride more than two horses you will lose track of 
details on each horse so we encourage you to write notes on each horse immediately 
after trialling them. Also, watching a horse being trialled by other riders is a great way 
of assessing honesty and rideability.

The first official trialling is at 10am on Saturday and we would encourage all interested 
parties to take advantage of this Saturday trialling. This does give you as the potential 
buyer the opportunity to have another ride the next day Sunday, at 8am. This also 
gives you enough time to research the horses and talk to the owners.

The basic format of trialling is that two or three horses come into the arena and 
are shown off for the first five minutes by their vendors, basically warming up and 
just gently running through the horse’s routine. Then people wishing to have a little 
sit are invited to come forward. Prospective buyers organise to trial a horse by 
approaching the AOS representative, who takes a list of names so as to keep the 
trialling ordered, and also signing the appropriate waivers. Each trialling is tailored 
to each rider’s individual needs, keeping in mind that the first and foremost priority 
is safety, and of course the well-being of the horse. It is a very hectic schedule with 
two sessions of public trialling plus the auction, all in two days, so horse welfare is a 
major consideration. We are of course very aware of also servicing the riders’ needs.

Good luck, and if you have any questions please feel free to contact
Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636 or email info@auctionofthestars.com
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      for 25 years, growing into the future! 

Where quality will never be compromised!

Auction of the Stars has bags of Pryde’s 
products to give away as lucky door prizes over
our auction weekend.

To share in this TOP QUALITY FEED all you have to do is be there!

Pryde’s EasiFeed®
Phone: 1300 732 267
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Highly digestible energy and protein. 
Bioplex® organic trace minerals 
ensure optimum uptake and utilisation. 
Perfect for spelling horses.

A fully extruded cube 
with a balance of nutrients 
vital for optimum fertility 
and milk production in 
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Easi Performance
A high energy, oat free
sweet feed, scientifically 
balanced for racing and 
performance horses.

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum 
uptake and utilisation.

25 kg

An oat free sweet concentrate feed 

formulated to provide a base for 

the diets of racing, performance 

and hard working horses.

Stamina

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 

energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 

trace minerals ensure optimum 

uptake and utilisation.

25kg

A high energy complete sweet feed, scientifically balanced for racing and performance horses.

EasiFeed   Three

Rolled in pure honey. Highly digestible 
energy and protein. Bioplex® organic 
trace minerals ensure optimum uptake and utilisation.

EasiBreedA scientifically formulated 
complete pelleted feed with essential vitamins and minerals for breeding 

mares and growing horses.

20 kg

Highly digestible energy. 
Superior protein quality.

20 kg

A vitamin and mineral 

balancer pellet with 

15% protein for breeding, 

growing, spelling and 

performance horses. 

Ideal for high quality 

pasture conditions.

Highly digestible energy and protein. 

Economical and easy to feed, either 

by itself or to top up vitamin and 

mineral levels of other feeds.
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QUALITY ANTIQUES

Wholly Relics

Wholly Relics is based in a heritage-
listed building that was once part 
of the old Maitland flour mill, 
which dates back to 1860-1870. 
Wholly Relics specialises in quality 
antiques, and carries a huge range 
of constantly changing stock.

The bottom floor of Wholly Relics 
is a treasure trove of top quality 
pieces, including Royal Doulton, 
Shelley, Winton, Belleek and 
Limoges. There is crystal, plus 
glassware including a huge 
range of Victorian and some 
Georgian, in red, green, purple, 
yellow and white. 

There is costume jewellery and knick-knacks, plus a 
great selection of quality furniture, lamps and accessories 
ranging from 1860s to 1920s, and a huge range of popular 
Masters’ prints. Those who wander upstairs are able to 
fossick for a bargain amid the lower-priced goods. 

If you are visiting the Hunter, make sure you 
take the time to call in. We are open from 
10am to 4pm Thursday to Sunday, or by 
appointment. 

Just 15 minutes from the freeway, 
Wholly Relics is right on the New 
England Highway at East Maitland 
and has plenty of off-road parking 
behind the building.

P: 02 4933 4966 | E: whollyrelics@hunterlink.net.au
99 Newcastle Road, East Maitland

www.whollyrelics.com.au
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Regardez Moi
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW     

LOT
A

Regardez Moi is the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian 
history with more than 40 Grand Prix wins, and similar record wins in the Grand 
Prix special and freestyles. There is nothing he hasn’t done: three-time National 
Australian Grand Prix champion; Grand Prix champion at Equitana for three 
consecutive years; representing Australia at the 2009 World Cup Final in Las 
Vegas. Regardez Moi has sired many outstanding competition horses including 
Grand Prix horses such as Utopian Cardinal, Werribee CDI-W champion last 
month with scores from international judges of up to 72.50%, Mindarah Park 
Ramadan (Mary Warren), and Rubenesque (Shaun France) - just to name those 
in the Hunter area. Other offspring are winning at PSG and Intermediate I levels. 
Weanlings by Regardez Moi have also been outstanding successes in the auction 
arena, averaging as much as $17,000 in past auctions. We firmly believe that 
Regardez Moi offspring will make a great contribution to Australia performing 
brilliantly at the Olympic Games in the near future. Live cover only.

Rubinstein
Rozenkavalier

Romadour II
Diva

Antine
Angelo
Dodona

Clothilde
Consul

Swazi
Cornau

Debby
Donnerhall
Peggy (Angelo)

Service fee: $3850 including GST | Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

2 x
Service

Fees

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black stallion 16.3hh 1996
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Byalee Briar
STANDING AT BYALEE STABLES, NULKABA, NSW    

LOT
B

AOS goes to great lengths to ensure that we have the stallions with the best 
Grand Prix genetics in the world - this is one of them, and Byalee Briar is the only 
stallion in Australia by Bjorsells Briar 899 who is shaping up to be competitive and 
startlingly spectacular. Briar has had a quiet beginning to his career, but Ann-Maree 
has never given up on her vision and his schooling is now allowing those genetics 
and underlying talents to come to fruition. Briar is showing signs of realising his 
promise and is responding positively to schooling in piaffe, passage, tempi changes 
and pirouettes. He is now finding new gears that make him very exciting! And – 
he is the sire of the Auction of the Stars’ record-setting sale, Byalee Breathless for 
$72,600 just in December. Unbroken youngstock sell for up to $16,500 on farm. 
Briar is completely focused on a pathway to Grand Prix, but having said that, the 
information we are getting is that he is also throwing serious jumping talent. Bjorsells 
Briar 899 (elite-listed stallion) was for seven years the world’s number one dressage 
breeding stallion.  However, he actually scored higher for jumping than dressage at 
his stallion testing, as did Briar’s dam sire, Bernstein, another elite-listed Swedish 
warmblood. Briar has an advanced level qualifying average of more than 65% and 
we look forward to even better to come. Briar is renowned for his amazingly calm 
temperament and buyers are enthusiastic about his youngstock, which inherit his 
statuesque conformation and athletic ability. Live cover only.

Bjorsells Briar 899
Magini

Maraton
Gabinette

Charis
Krocket
Michaela

Florine
Benrstein

Napoleon
Bristol Cream

Flaurinne
Nepal
Flaura

Service fee: $2200 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

Pic: Stuart Scott

Palomino stallion 17.2hh 2004

2 x
Service

Fees
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Jive Magic
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW  

LOT
C

Unfortunately Jive Magic was injured and so did not continue his campaign as 
a top Grand Prix competition horse. He did, however, earn a reputation of being 
the most powerful Grand Prix horse in Australia. Jive Magic won some of the 
biggest Grand Prix competitions on the circuit, including the prestigious Sydney 
CDI. As a sire, Jive Magic is experiencing huge success. His very first foal went 
Grand Prix and is called Jeff the Chef. Jeff the Chef is campaigning in the USA, 
while in Australia, Johnny Depp moved into the Grand Prix arena when just 7yo, 
with outstanding success at the age of 8. At State and national championships 
and in young rider classes, as well as in young horse classes, Jive’s offspring 
have been winning championships, while Rozzie Ryan is campaigning champion 
Grand Prix horse Jarrah R. Just Dance (Katina smith) has recently chalked up 
his first wins at PSG and Inter I, while Jazzki won the 5yo young horse class at 
Dressage with the Stars 2013. Youngstock by Jive Magic are inclined to have 
very fancy movement.

Jazz
Cocktail

Purioso
Ulissa

Charmante
Ulster
Warmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling

Landadel
Griselda

Gieke Utopia
Aktion
Cristel Utopia

Service fee: $3850 including GST, Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636, 
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Bay stallion 16.3hh 1996

2 x
Service

Fees
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Questing R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW      

LOT
D

Questing R is a fascinating addition to the Ryans’ stallion band. He was bred by 
Michelle and Judith Buckley from  Hunterveiw Stud, Scone and is by Quarterback, 
who carries the QuandoQuando bloodline. Quando Quando represented Australia 
in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 2008 Olympic Games in 
Hong Kong. Quando has the most amazing temperament and this has found its 
way all the way down to Questing R. Quarterback, the sire of Questing R, was 
the Bundeschampion 3yr old riding horse. He scored a 10 for his rideablilty. On 
Quarterback’s dam line is Poesie who is by Brentano II. Poesie is the mother 
of Poetin who won the Bundeschampion as a 3yo, 5yo and 6yo. Poetin sold 
2.5million! Questing R’s dam is by Brentano II out of a Wenzel mare. Brentano 
II is famous for producing international Grand Prix dressage horses including 
Brentina, winner of the World Cup Final in 2003 at Goteborg, Sweden. Right down 
the bottom of Questing R’s pedigree is Stirling Desire, with  Donnerhall, Pik Bube 
and Salute bloodlines. Questing R has extreme big loose paces with promise 
of extravagant expression. Questing R has started his competition career  with 
a whopping 83%, winning his first test ever. The first foals to Questing R are 
just hitting the ground now and are sensational. Questing R is the next young 
superstar to take on Australia.  Chilled semen only. Service fee $1100.

Quarterback
Quarterman

Quando Quando
Raeuberbraut

Passionata
Brandenburger
Poesie

Hunterveiw Benita
Brentano 11

Bolero
Glocke

Hunterveiw Pia
Wenzel
Stirling Desire

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Service fee: $1100 including GST Contact Heath Ryan on 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or info@ryanshorses.com.au

Chestnut stallion 26/9/11 17hh 

2 x
Service

Fees
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Florencio I
Florestan I Fidelio

St.Pr.St. Hauptstutbuch 

Walesa Weltmeyer
Haupstutbuch Pirelli

Hawaii
Harvard Hohenstein

Carina

Habanera  Hill Hawke
Ueppchen

Fiji R
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Fiji R is an exciting imported stallion campaigned and trained by young rider 
Breanna Tilitzki right from breaker to the present, where he has numerous Grand 
Prix championships to his credit. Fiji R has consistently posted scores of up to 
75% throughout his career, qualifying for Australia’s elite international, Sydney 
CDI, State and national championships. Fiji R has the quietest of temperaments 
and often will be found at Young Rider competitions with just Breanna and her 
Mum as rider and guardian. This temperament Fiji R passes on to his foals, who 
have sold for as much as $35,000. Fiji R has quite remarkable paces with a very 
distinctive walk. Trot is fully suspended with a definite ballerina poise between 
beats. Canter is beautifully balanced and uphill with super easy flying changes. 
Fiji R is sensationally bred with his sire Florencio being both the 5yo and again 
the 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. Florencio I is by Florestan I who 
has emerged as one of the recent very important dressage lines in Germany and 
who has a number of Olympic offspring to his credit already. On the dam line is 
a mix of Trakehner through Hohenstein and thoroughbred through the Hill Hawke 
line. The Hill Hawke line has become famous as a dam line by also being the dam 
line of the Welt Hit line. Many of the top Australian riders have a Fiji R youngster!

Service fee: $2,200 including GST  |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Black stallion 1/7/2004 16.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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Desert Storm
STANDING AT RYANS, HEATHERBRAE, NSW

Desert Storm is a magnificent imported black stallion representing just the 
very best Olympic bloodlines in the world today. He is a beautiful type with 
an artistic head and neck. His movement is big and correct with super bend 
through the hocks and knees. He is a winning eventer who carries amazing 
dressage genetics. Currently trained and campaigned by Sappho Ransan-
Elliott, he recently won Tamworth ODE EVA105 finishing on 29.20, whilst 
winning and placing at medium/advanced dressage with scores of almost 70% 
on alternate weekends. At home he is schooling in tempi changes and piaffe, 
with great promise for Grand Prix, while over a fence he does love to jump and 
approaches the fences with a careful watchfulness and then bascules up over 
the fences with perfect technique. For the breeding connoisseurs, Desert Storm 
is bred to win an Olympic dressage medal. Donnerhall through himself and his 
sons is responsible for influencing the breeding of more than half of the top 
15 placegetters at the recent European Dressage Championships. Rubinstein 
blood is also extraordinary and exerts a whopping 21% influence in the genetics 
of these top 15 placegetters Then Desert Storm has the add-on of Lauries 
Crusador and Florestan I who have both produced Olympic Grand Prix dressage 
horses. For a breeding buff these are lines to die for. Desert Storm is special on  
all counts.

LOT
F

Dr Doolittle
Donnerhall Donnerwetter

Ninette

Lacoste Lauries Crusador XX
Akelei

Aika
Fuerst Heinrich Florestan I

Dawina

Alexa Rubinstein I
Abba

Pic: Furdography

Service fee: $1,200 including GST  |  Contact Heath Ryan 0417 656 636
www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Black stallion 22/05/08 15.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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Byalee Wow Wie rw
STANDING AT BYALEE, NULKABA, NSW   

Royal Quality Childs Hack
Exceptional show hack 
7yo gelding. Suit child 
or lady rider. A pleasure 
to do everything with, 
quiet and no work down 
required for shows. 
Placed at royals. Sadly 
for sale due to family 
commitments. To the 
best of show homes 
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Iona Park 
Toy Boy

13hh gelding, 31/10/07, 
multiple reg. By Rathowen 
Toy Soldier. Exp show 
pony, numerous wins/res/
champ. Been to PC, comps, 
natural horsemanship clinics. 
Impeccable ground manners, 
exc catch, tie, lunge, self 
load, barefoot trimmed. 

| Horse Deals since 198654

Royal Quality Childs Hack
Exceptional show hack 
7yo gelding. Suit child 
or lady rider. A pleasure 
to do everything with, 
quiet and no work down 
required for shows. 
Placed at royals. Sadly 
for sale due to family 
commitments. To the 
best of show homes 
only. $12,000. 
Ph 0411 545 310, 
Dubbo. 

853-nov13

sh
ow

Quality False Tails
Handmade 
with pride 
by Orion 
Products. 
Over 25 years 
experience. 
Made from real 
horse hair.
Prices from: 
$77 Filler 
$100 Single
$130 Double
$160 Triple.
Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Grey usually available. COD delivery. Phone 0428 844 260.
85-nov13

Prestige Horse Transport

Covering NSW, QLD, SA and Vic
 Also covering all of Vic inc. Mildura

Air Ride Suspension
Cameras

Skilled and Professional Drivers
Superior Ventilation

0422 476 457  
enquiries@prestigehorsetransport.com.au

www.prestigehorsetransport.com.au

Winner & Runner Up from qualifying classes: 
2012 and 2013 SHCV Masters Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC NSW Horse of the Year Show

2012 and 2013 SHC-SA Inc. Hack of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC WA Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHCQ Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC-TAS Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 NTSHA Horse of the Year

Saturday 1st March 
Boneo Park, Victoria 
Closing date: 27 January 2014

Supported by the 
2014 SHCV Autumn Classic 

Sunday 2 March 2014 Boneo Park
Grand National Qualifying Show

Closing date: 27 January 2014

Proudly presented by the 

Show Horse Council of Victoria

Classes that qualify:
Open Saddle Classes

Open Show Hunter Classes

Open Rider Classes

Child’s Saddle Classes

All SHC members eligible

2014
All-States Showdown

Enquiries to:
Nicole Morrison M: 0488 791 060
Tony Norris M: 0417 037 647
shcv@eques.com.au

www.shcv.com.au

Design Sandy Morphett

All-StatesShowdown 2014 schedule.indd   1 25/06/2013   11:52:41 PM
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Iona Park 
Toy Boy

13hh gelding, 31/10/07, 
multiple reg. By Rathowen 
Toy Soldier. Exp show 
pony, numerous wins/res/
champ. Been to PC, comps, 
natural horsemanship clinics. 
Impeccable ground manners, 
exc catch, tie, lunge, self 
load, barefoot trimmed. 
Lovely free movement. For 
sale as need a show jumper. 
$4,500 firm.
Phone 0432 635 069, 
Leeton, NSW.

735-nov13

Eastwood
7yo, 15.1hh TB 
gelding. Harry is a 
super Hunter type with 
great conformation, 
good bone, quiet 
temperament and 
wonderful movement. 
He has a lovely quality 
about him. He will stand 
out in the Hunter Ring 
but also produce a 
great dressage test in 
the Interschool arena. 
$8,000 ono.
Ph 0409 341 056, 
Logan Village, Qld.

1153-nov13

| Horse Deals since 198654

Royal Quality Childs Hack
Exceptional show hack 
7yo gelding. Suit child 
or lady rider. A pleasure 
to do everything with, 
quiet and no work down 
required for shows. 
Placed at royals. Sadly 
for sale due to family 
commitments. To the 
best of show homes 
only. $12,000. 
Ph 0411 545 310, 
Dubbo. 

853-nov13

sh
ow

Quality False Tails
Handmade 
with pride 
by Orion 
Products. 
Over 25 years 
experience. 
Made from real 
horse hair.
Prices from: 
$77 Filler 
$100 Single
$130 Double
$160 Triple.
Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Grey usually available. COD delivery. Phone 0428 844 260.
85-nov13

Prestige Horse Transport

Covering NSW, QLD, SA and Vic
 Also covering all of Vic inc. Mildura

Air Ride Suspension
Cameras

Skilled and Professional Drivers
Superior Ventilation

0422 476 457  
enquiries@prestigehorsetransport.com.au

www.prestigehorsetransport.com.au

Winner & Runner Up from qualifying classes: 
2012 and 2013 SHCV Masters Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC NSW Horse of the Year Show

2012 and 2013 SHC-SA Inc. Hack of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC WA Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHCQ Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 SHC-TAS Horse of the Year

2012 and 2013 NTSHA Horse of the Year

Saturday 1st March 
Boneo Park, Victoria 
Closing date: 27 January 2014

Supported by the 
2014 SHCV Autumn Classic 

Sunday 2 March 2014 Boneo Park
Grand National Qualifying Show

Closing date: 27 January 2014

Proudly presented by the 

Show Horse Council of Victoria

Classes that qualify:
Open Saddle Classes

Open Show Hunter Classes

Open Rider Classes

Child’s Saddle Classes

All SHC members eligible

2014
All-States Showdown

Enquiries to:
Nicole Morrison M: 0488 791 060
Tony Norris M: 0417 037 647
shcv@eques.com.au

www.shcv.com.au

Design Sandy Morphett

All-StatesShowdown 2014 schedule.indd   1 25/06/2013   11:52:41 PM
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Iona Park 
Toy Boy

13hh gelding, 31/10/07, 
multiple reg. By Rathowen 
Toy Soldier. Exp show 
pony, numerous wins/res/
champ. Been to PC, comps, 
natural horsemanship clinics. 
Impeccable ground manners, 
exc catch, tie, lunge, self 
load, barefoot trimmed. 
Lovely free movement. For 
sale as need a show jumper. 
$4,500 firm.
Phone 0432 635 069, 
Leeton, NSW.

735-nov13

Eastwood
7yo, 15.1hh TB 
gelding. Harry is a 
super Hunter type with 
great conformation, 
good bone, quiet 
temperament and 
wonderful movement. 
He has a lovely quality 
about him. He will stand 
out in the Hunter Ring 
but also produce a 
great dressage test in 
the Interschool arena. 
$8,000 ono.
Ph 0409 341 056, 
Logan Village, Qld.

1153-nov13

LOT
G

Wow is a stunning little stallion, winning official elementary dressage on more
than 70%, medium level on more than 67%, and training tempi changes 
and piaffe. Wow is being campaigned by Dimity Lourey, and like mother like 
daughter, she is completely focused on training him to Grand Prix level. This will 
be the first horse that Dimity has trained herself to that level, but we have every 
confidence in Wow. He is a stallion with a great temperament, naturally sound 
and although few people make this journey to Grand Prix with success, watch 
this spot! Dimity is going to be one of them and the AOS stallions do have an 
unbelievable history of going all the way to Grand Prix. You would have to think 
that when AOS suggests a stallion is going to go all the way, history says you 
have to sit up and take notice. It’s all in the genetics – AOS was way ahead of 
our time when we ensured that we bought in the best bred stallions. Wow is by 
Wie Weltmeyer, a top showjumper and Grand Prix dressage horse before his 
international dressage career with Emma Hindle (UK). He is out of the impeccably 
bred TB mare Law Suit, who descends from the highly sought-after bloodlines of 
Son In Law, Blue Peter, Precipitation and Vain to name but a few.

Wie Weltmeyer
(frozen import)

Weltmeyer
World Cup
Anka

Daisy
Dynamo
Danja

Law Suit
Lawyer

Waajib
Resound Lady

Jacali
Abs
Special Spirit

Service fee: $1100 including GST | Contact Ann-Maree Lourey
0407 453 494, www.byalee.net or am@byalee.net

Pic: Jody M Photography

Flaxen chestnut stallion 01/01/10 15.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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Wimborne Constable
ON ACCOUNT OF KYLIE AND PHILIP EWART      

Pic: Main Event Photography

LOT
H

Constable is by the sensational eventing stallion Contenda who until recently 
was being ridden by Shane Rose at two-star eventing level. Contenda is battling 
an injury and may well have to retire but there are some absolutely sensational 
photos of Shane and Contenda jumping on the net. Contenda carries the 
fantastic jumping blood of Contender from Germany.  Contenda also carries the 
TB blood of Bolero. Indeed the Bolero bloodline in Germany is today considered 
a dynasty. On the dam line are equally impressive bloodlines. Constable is out of 
the mare Wimborne Paint it Black who in turn is by Gribaldi. Gribaldi is famous 
for siring many of the Dutch Grand Prix dressage horses including Totilas. Totilas 
is considered by many to be the best dressage horse the world has ever seen 
to date. Totilas sold to Germany for a rumoured A$22million. Constable has 
started his eventing career with Heath Ryan in the saddle and is now a year 
into competition. Constable has been a standout success winning most of his 
starts and progressing rapidly to 1* eventing, the equivalent of Prix St George in 
dressage. Constable wins the dressage, is very brave and honest cross country 
and does seems to have the most awesome ability to jump and simultaneously 
be super careful. It is still early days, however, Constable is giving off all the signs 
of being an Olympic horse. Very exciting.

Contenda
Contendro 1

St. Pr. H. Contender
Bravo

Ballerina
Bolero
St. Pr. Lexa

Wimborne Paint it Black
Gribaldi

Krostolany
Gondola ll

Wimborne Four Seasons
Vivaldi
Christadorf

Service fee: chilled semen only, $1320 including GST Contact Heath Ryan 
0417 656 636 www.ryanshorses.com.au or email info@ryanshorses.com.au

Pic: Main Event Photography

Dark brown stallion 22/11/08 16.2hh

2 x
Service

Fees
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What We do: 
•  Contracts - off the shelf or tailored legal contracts 

for myriad transactions involving horses – sale and 
purchase, lease, breeding, agistment, spelling, 
liability for accidents, joint ownership, sales agent. 

• Valuations of Performance horses
• Syndication of Performance horses
• HorseForce Legal operated by Michael Mackinnon

We offer customer support for all contracts sold, so if you 
need to enforce the contract and need legal advice or 
guidance, HorseForce Legal is there for you.

Why write your own contract without such vital and 
specialized legal backup? Avoid leaving something 
important out, contravening the law or breaching copyright 
by using our affordable and easy to read and use contracts. 

order online!

has you covered!

www.horseforce.com.au 
Ph (03) 9745 2611 or (03) 9329 1494  HorseForce Pty Ltd 
Suite 25, 70 Racecourse Rd Nth Melbourne 3051
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Moondanz
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
1

Chestnut gelding 2004 16.2hh

Moondanz is a FEI-registered chestnut gelding standing at 16.2hh. Moondanz 
is 11 years old and super easy to have around. Moondanz has proved to be an 
extremely trainable, loyal and safe gelding who always gives 100% in every ride. 
Taking his amateur rider to State level advanced competition and now competing 
Prix St Georges, he is ready for an Inter I start. Training passage and piaffe and 
one-time changes with ease, Grand Prix will be well within his grasp. He would 
suit a young rider wanting to get straight into FEI level competition. Moondanz 
is a stable favourite with his sense of fun and eagerness to please. Moondanz 
is easy and reliable to take out to compete and is exactly the same out as he 
is at home.

Wolkentanz II
Weltmeyer

World Cup I
Anka

Lovely
Ludendorff
Artige

Starcetta Bay
Kingston Rule

Secretariat
Rose of Kingston

Zephranthes

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Bay colt 11/11/15 mature 17hh

Quest for Fire R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS    

LOT
2

Quest for Fire R is a really smart colt who is very impressive to look at as well as 
being a very powerful mover. Quest for Fire R has great spring and expression 
in all three paces and has the looks and moves to be a sensational competition 
horse. Quest for Fire R is by our newest addition Questing R who has just hit 
the competition scene winning his first test with a huge 83%. Questing R is 
by Quarterback and carries the Quando Quando bloodline.  Quando Quando 
represented Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 2008 
Olympic Games in Hong Kong. Quando has the most amazing temperament and 
this has found its way all the way down to Questing R. Quarterback, the sire of 
Questing R, was the Bundeschampion 3yr old riding horse. He scored a 10 for 
his rideablilty. The dam line is equally impressive being out of the Regardez Moi 
mare Rainy Morning R. Regardez Moi himself needs no introduction and our 
confidence in this line is such that Rainy Morning R’s full sister was the mare we 
chose to put in foal to Totilas, which has produced the mare Tawny Morning R, 
to be retained by the Ryans. This is our first foal by Questing R and we sincerely 
hope that he will find a partner to take him all the way to the top.

Questing R
Quarterback

Quarterman
Passionata

Hunterview Benita
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia

Rainy Morning R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Joyful Morning R
Jive Magic (imp)
Misty Morning R

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Bay gelding 22/11/12 mature 16.2hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

BZ Flynn 
ON ACCOUNT OF BZ WARMBLOODS  

LOT
3

BZ Flynn has three amazing paces that are sure to make him a superstar. BZ 
Flynn is by the Grand Prix stallion Fiji R¸ who is just the best-tempered horse 
and passes on just the best temperament to all of his offspring. BZ Flynn is 
no exception and is quiet, polite, interested in learning, always tries hard and 
is possibly the best young horse I have ever bred. Fiji R is also the sire of BML 
Femme Fatale who is in WA with Corrie Andrews and Tracey Diederich and is the 
most amazing jumper. Also by Fiji R is Fireworks R who topped AOS Sydney in 
2014, and who has gone from strength to strength with dressage scores of more 
than 80%. Fireworks R is one of the oldest Fiji Rs and is showing super talent in 
piaffe, passage and flying changes at the tender age of five. BZ Flynn was started 
under saddle in February being broken in by myself (Bree Tillitzki) and I am 
proud to say he is going sweetly under saddle and is clearly talented. BZ Flynn 
is a full brother to BZ Fortune Cookie who was sold to Dorothea Lungershausen 
and is out competing with Riley Alexander and is scoring more than 70% and 
winning at prelim and novice. BZ Flynn is out of the matriarch mare Lucilla. 
Lucilla is a full sister to Stirling Liberty who was campaigned by Olympian Gavin 
Chester. Stirling Liberty jumped World Cup at 7 years of age and sired Snowy 
River Blackwood (Di Jenkins), one of Australia’s top Grand Prix horses.  Lucilla is 
the great-granddam of Mystery Whisper who represented the USA at the 2012 
London Olympics. BZ Flynn has the breeding to be a star in dressage or jumping.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawii
Harvard
Habanera

Lucilla 
Ludendorf (imp)

Luciano
Elfit

Faleten
Falkland (imp)
Moneton
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Tomfoolery R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
4

Grey gelding 23/12/09 16.1hh

Tomfoolery R is a very quiet, dappled grey gelding and has competed successfully 
in eventing up to and including one star. He is a careful and straightforward 
jumper and would look after a junior rider. Tomfoolery R is bred to be a top-of-
the-range eventer and at the time of writing his last start at the Tamworth CNC 
105 he placed 2nd. We expect Tomfoolery R to have his next start at Quirindi CCI 
in the one star. The weekend after competing at Tamworth was Tomfoolery R’s 
first FEI dressage start where he was 4th in Prix St Georges and 2nd in his very 
first Inter I. Tomfoolery R is good in shoulder in and half pass in both trot and 
canter. He has really good extensions, super flying changes, established tempi 
changes down to changes every second stride and has started training one-time 
changes. Tomfoolery R has started a bit of piaffe and shows a lot of talent in that 
area. Tomfoolery R is very quiet and very sound. Tomfoolery R is that rare horse 
that can perform at the high levels but is still happy to go for a trail ride. It is very 
rare indeed to have a horse as versatile as Tomfoolery R. It is even more rare to 
have a horse who is so capable in the two disciplines. It is really very rare for a 
horse so young to be so advanced.  His sire, Gwaihirs Zodiac, was a successful 
eventer until injury cut short his promising future. Gwaihirs Zodiac is by the 
Italian import Zadkine (Laurie Morgan 1960 team and individual gold medallist, 
Rome Olympics) who carries the proven jumping lines of Grey Sovereign.

Gwaihirs Zodiac
Zadkine

Canisbay
Zannira

Splendid
Manwari
Hopeful

Celtic Shenanigans
Branigans Pride

Pride of Shaunlara
Blue Hills

Ciano
Charlton
Irish Gypsy

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Argentille Phoenix
ON ACCOUNT OF VAL d’ARGENT WB STUD

LOT
4b

Bay gelding 2004 16.1hh

Argentille Phoenix is training at medium level with good laterals, 
purposeful paces, attractive conformation and a wonderful 
temperament. He offers lightness to aids, is responsive and will give 
someone much confidence to learn the higher movements.
He is suitable for most riders and, in particular, a young rider wishing 
to gain confidence with their first warmblood, or an older mature 
rider wanting a horse that really doesn’t require loads of work and is a 
pleasant safe ride and really wants to be your friend.
Phoenix would make an ideal Show Hunter. In fact he competed at 
Cessnock Show this year for three wins, two seconds and Reserve 
Hunter Hack Champion. The judge commented that he was the perfect 
Hunter type and he was “just excellent”.
He is user-friendly, totally uncomplicated to ride and handle. Absolutely 
no lunging even after time off or in a new environment. He loves to hack 
out, and is easy to do everything with. He has had some solid training 
under his belt with a professional rider, and is currently campaigned by 
a junior rider, is a proven junior’s dressage mount and is always in the 
placings with scores up to 66.7%.

Argentille Picasso (imp)
Primas Pilot

Pr St Leidenschaft

Flocke Feuerschein I
Gretel

Argentille Wykita Bey
Wunder (imp) Voltaire

Poesi

Mignon Valuta
Not Since Nineveh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Jonquil R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
5

Chestnut mare 2006 16.1hh
PPT to Fiji R due 22/01/2017

Jonquil R is by the Grand Prix dressage stallion Jive Magic. Jonquil R’s dam line is 
seriously impressive. Jonquil R’s dam, Shannon R, was possibly the most successful 
dressage broodmare in Australia today. Shannon R is the dam of Daylight who went 
to Grand Prix with Breanna Burgess in Germany, Don Romeo who went to Prix St 
Georges and was about to start at Grand Prix level with Sue Hearn, however this 
was interrupted when the horse was imported to England, Don Rivera who won at 
Prix St Georges level with Rozzie Ryan, Donna Carina who represented Australia in 
Germany with young rider Megan Bryant in the saddle and Jeff The Chef W who is 
Jive Magic’s first-ever foal and who went Grand Prix and is now in the USA with 
Grand Prix rider Sylva Martin. Significantly Jonquil R is a full sister to Jeff the Chef W. 
Jonquil R, through her mother, carries the Salute blood, which is probably the most 
significant bloodline in Australia when it comes to international Olympic discipline 
horse in dressage and in eventing. Grand Prix dressage horse Victory Salute with 
Brett Parbery in the saddle placed 9th in the World Equestrian Games in Kentucky 
USA. To purchase a Grand Prix horse capable of placing in the top 10 placings in the 
world you would need to have perhaps five million Australian dollars in your pocket, 
which you were prepared to spend! Jonquil R is being sold in foal to Fiji R with a live 
foal guarantee.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Shannon R
Salute (Imp)

Salute
Inia

Monika
Montora
Carmel

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Filly pictured with Jonquil R is Queen Bee R who appears as Lot 22 in the catalogue.
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Noonamah Valentina
ON ACCOUNT OF REBECCA CHOWN

LOT
6

Bay mare 4/11/09 16hh

This beautiful mare, with the distinctive bay colouring of her famous sire, 
Vivant, would excel in dressage, but she was bred to jump. She has gorgeous, 
flowing movement with the one of the best canters you’ll ever see, combined 
with talent, courage and impeccable breeding, she will go far. She has been 
professionally started by a world cup qualifier, and one of her first outings as a 
four-year-old was an impressive 2nd in the Young Horse Challenge. Valentina’s 
sire Vivant comes from a long line of successful competitors, and his impressive 
achievements include: three-time national showjumping champion: 2007, 
2008, 2009; travelling reserve for the Beijing showjumping team, 2008; 
winner of the Australian League of the World Cup 2009/10; represented 
Australia at the World Cup finals Geneva, 2010; won and placed at every 4* 
and 5* European show contested, including leading horse at San Patriano 5* 
show, and 4th Grand Prix Weisbarden; finishing 7th overall, including 4th in 
the final Grand Prix class, Australia’s highest ever final finish; 2nd Grand Prix 
De Steeg, 4th Grand Prix, Balve, 5th overall on the Riders Tour. Valentina’s 
bloodline ensures her excellent potential as a broodmare. Check her out at:   
https://youtu.be/G32Ip0q6wzg

Vivant (imp)
Fuego Du Prelet

Jalislo B
Tornade Du Prelet

Scalini can de Heffinck
Landino
Isis

Harvest Gladriel
Grenadier

Gletscher
Hilly

Northern Monarca
Contact (imp)
Northern Wiltfang



2016July 30-31

Chestnut colt 30/09/13 mature 17.1hh

Holstein Park Quarterlander
ON ACCOUNT OF PHILIPPA CREAMER

LOT
7

Quarterlander is in every sense a clone of his sire Quarterback. A magnificent 
animal to look at, he is simply stunning in type. Quarterlander’s paces are incredibly 
supple, strong and uphill. He is lightfooted and cadenced with a presence that 
commands your attention. He is suited to a buyer looking for a dressage stallion 
of international calibre. Sire Quarterback was champion of his licensing in 
2005 and Bundeschampion in 2006 with the highest scores for trot and canter. 
Quarterback’s dam Passionata is a half-sister to Poetin - world dressage champion 
and double Budeschampion. Grandsire Quaterman was an advanced level sire and 
Budeschampionship finalist in 03, 04, and 05. His sire Quando Quando competed 
in the Athens Olympics. To date, Quarterback has more than 50 licensed sons 
including several premium stallions. His foals are highly sought after with many 
fetching record auction prices in Europe. Quarterlander’s dam HP Leibelei is 
also the dam of John Thompson’s magnificent dressage stallion Holstein Park 
Fresco. Leibelei is by Lander, sire of London Olympian Holstein Park Leilani plus 
many other horses in all disciplines. Granddam HP Medina has produced many 
successful dressage horses including the young Chameur stallion HP Charlie Brown 
(Beechwood Dressage). Medina (by Richmeed Medallion, who has many GP & 
World Cup dressage relatives) also carries Contact (as did World Cup ‘99 contender 
Charisma). Holstein Park has already set a precedence for producing Olympians. 
Quarterlander could well be the next. Check out Holstein Park Quarterlander’s slide 
show at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt3s3uLxDMA

Quarterback
Quaterman

Quando Quando
Raeuberbraut

Passionata
Brandenburger
Poesie

Holstein Park Liebelei
Lander (imp)

Lorenz
Mametta

Holstein Park Medina
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Northern Tegwin
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OPH Ricochet Lights
ON ACCOUNT OF HAZEL SHANNON     

LOT
8

OPH Ricochet Lights is a warmblood/TB cross specifically bred for eventing by 
Ashlie Oliver who researched and brought together some of the best eventing 
genetics in the world. OPH Ricochet Lights has been an absolute pleasure to be 
involved with since I (Hazel Shannon) bought him as an unbroken youngster. From 
day one he has been very quiet and very trainable. OPH Ricochet Lights has taken 
his training on board almost magically and has wonderful aptitude. He naturally 
accepts the bit, goes in a rhythmical, soft and consistent way, is always polite and 
very simple to ride. As his breeding suggests, OPH Ricochet Lights also shows 
talent over a fence. OPH Ricochet Lights is sharp in front bringing the knees up 
and bascules classically. He has now competed at dressage, showjumping and 
one-day events. He produces a very accurate and steady dressage test winning 
with scores up to 72% at preliminary level. OPH Ricochet Lights also jumps around 
80cm courses and is confident over cross-country fences such as water, apexes, 
banks, bounces, arrowheads and related lines. OPH Ricochet Lights carries the TB 
lines of Grosvenor, Brilliant Invader and Souvenir, all arguably the most influential 
thoroughbred sires of showjumpers and eventers in Australia. Grosvenor, Brilliant 
Invader and Souvenir have all produced Olympic horses including gold medallists. 
OPH Ricochet Light’s grandsire is the great Regardez Moi, who has progeny 
competing in both Grand Prix dressage and 3* eventing. OPH Ricochet Lights 
can be ridden by a child, teenager, adult or professional and is without a doubt is 
going to make somebody very, very happy. OPH Ricochet Lights has been seen to 
windsuck on occasion.

Roving Lights R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Chlothilde

Pashris
Grosvenor
Soverign Edition mare

Beatrice
Brilliant Invader

Vain
Persian Bronze

White Silver
Silveneer
White Thunder

Black/brown gelding 2010 16hh

Pic: Ozshots Photography
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Fleurette R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS 

LOT
9

Fleurette R is a young mare with the world at her feet. Although she is in foal 
this is not due to injury and after her foal has been weaned a ridden career 
could be on the cards. Fleurette R is by Grand Prix dressage stallion Fiji R and 
has inherited his good looks and temperament. She is out of Regardez Moi/
Jive Magic mare Raymonda R. Regardez Moi is the most successful Grand 
Prix dressage stallion ever in Australian history with more than 40 Grand Prix 
dressage wins to his credit including two times Australian Grand Prix Champion 
and still competing at an elite level at the age of 20. Raymonda R is out of Jean R, 
a mare by Jive Magic. Jive Magic has had a very successful career in Grand Prix 
dressage ridden by Rozzie Ryan with numerous Grand Prix wins including the 
biggest show in Australia, Sydney CDI. He was commonly described as the most 
powerful dressage horse in Australia. Down on the bottom line of Raymonda 
R’s pedigree is Faleten, who is not only a great-granddam to Raymonda R but 
also the granddam of Socialite, dam of Mystery Whisper who competed at the 
London 2012 Olympics. Ryans are retaining a full sister to Fleurette R to keep 
in the broodmare herd. Fleurette R is being sold in foal to Questing R with a live 
foal guarantee.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Raymonda R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Jean R
Jive Magic (imp)
Lucilla

Black mare 13/12/12 16.3hh
PPT to Questing R due 16/12/2016

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Blenheim Park Shining 
ON ACCOUNT OF JENNIFER NORTH   

LOT
10

Sinclair is simply stunning. By the beautiful stallion Swarovski, who is by Sandro 
Hit, he simply oozes class. Swarovski is one of the most striking Oldenburg 
stallions to date by one of the world’s most prolific stallions, Sandro Hit. There’s 
even Rubinstein a little further back. On the dam line, Sinclair is out of a mare 
by Lesley Anne Taylor’s Grand Prix stallion Welfenadel. Welfenadel is also the 
sire of SPH Dante, a one-of-a-kind gelding that sold for a record-breaking price 
of €$2,800,000. And then there’s Freestyle on the bottom line. Broken in by 
Adam Wilton, turned out and then brought back into work with Emma Bishop, 
Sinclair has kicked off his competition career scoring an amazing 81.57% to 
be the highest-scoring horse by 5% in his first-ever test, at one of the most 
competitive clubs in the state. He was also the highest-scoring horse by 10% in 
his second test. Safe to say, he really stood out from the crowd! Sinclair is to date 
an unflappable horse, and he has always been a gem to deal with. His movement 
is huge and expressive and we expect it to take him all the the way to Grand Prix. 
This in one very talented, and very trainable horse - don’t miss him!

Swarovski
Sandro Hit

Sandro Song
Loretta

Herzdame
Don Gregory
Heidemi

EPH Wednesday
Welfenadel (imp)

Welt Hit II
Friedonja

Flowervale Foranthe
Freestyle
Daalhof Granti

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com

Black/brown gelding 9/11 17hh
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Lima Magic
ON ACCOUNT OF SALLY HAWXWELL & JIM SIMONS  

LOT
11

Magic is an impressive, stunning type of mare, with a big shoulder and wonderful, 
powerful paces. She is black with a blaze and two hind socks. Magic moves like 
a big predatory cat, silent and smooth, all graceful energy. She is beautiful to ride 
as a result of this silkiness in her stride. Magic is by the Grand Prix stallion Jive 
Magic, successfully campaigned by Rozzie Ryan, and Jive has sired many, many 
horses now successful at national dressage levels. Magic’s dam, Lima Echo, is 
by imported Dutch stallion Salute, who needs no introduction being arguably 
the most influential stallion in Australia. Lima Magic’s mother, Lima Echo is a 
full sister to the champion small tour horse Oscar Bravo, who was renowned 
for his amazing temperament and who appeared at Sydney CDI as one of the 
guest horses for international riders for many years. Hence it is no surprise 
that despite this being her first year of competition, Magic has demonstrated a 
remarkably chilled approach to competition life. She is already scoring 9s and 
at every outing has scored an 8 or more for paces! Just last outing, Magic won 
both her tests scoring a whopping 81%! Magic is an exciting ride and a pleasure 
to handle, and she will no doubt take an ambitious rider to the highest and most 
sophisticated levels of dressage. Magic shows all the signs of being a serious 
competition horse.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Frughling
Gieke Utopia

Lima Echo
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Always Fancy
Always There
Persian Image

Brown mare 11/10 mature 16.3hh
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Mount Highlands Finesse
ON ACCOUNT OF PIAFFE EQUESTRIAN SERVICES

LOT
12

‘Poet’ is an 8yo warmblood chestnut gelding who has it all - elegance, 
temperament, movement, performance and genetic lineage all in one perfect 
package. His extraordinary presence and paces turn heads wherever he goes. 
Poet is by the imported German stallion and world young horse champion First 
Kiss, who carries the unforgettable lines of Florestan I and Donnerhall on his sire 
line combined with the influential W line of Woerman /World Cup on the mare 
line, together with the ‘trot machine’ Werther and the athleticism of Cor de la 
Bryere. On the mare line, Poet is out of a mare with APH Lubeck and Rocadero 
lines. Rocadero was the 1982 champion of the Holsteiner stallion classification. 
Rocadero’s athleticism, enthusiasm and talent continue to be carried forward by 
his progeny right through to today - most notably by GV Bullwinkle, who with 
Rozzie Ryan secured reserve spot for Australia at the London Olympics 2012 
after a successful career as a top level eventer. The influence of the magnificent 
stallion Lubeck is also sought after by breeders to achieve their ultimate goals in 
the sport. Lubeck’s son Lukas was in the top three at the Young Horse Dressage 
Championships before going on to jump at World Cup level before his death. Poet 
is training medium and is in full work. This is a serious competition horse that we 
expect to be at the top very quickly.

First Kiss (imp)
French Kiss

Florestan I
Donnerfee

Countess Corlana
Werther’s Wels
Cor de Brava

APH Annabella
APH Lubeck (imp)

Lontano
Sigrid IV

APH Anneliese
Rocadero
Argentina 

Chestnut gelding 15/01/2008 17.2hh
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Araluen Cailin
ON ACCOUNT OF ARALUEN FARM     

LOT
13

Araluen Cailin is a beautiful, smaller, elegant mare who is very light to ride and 
has outstanding self-carriage and balance. Cailin is quiet and a pleasure to be 
around. She is by Playing Hours by Alleged (TB), one of the most successful 
sires of international eventers and showjumpers in the UK. Cailin is out of the 
Byalee Briar mare Araluen Tiger Lily. Byalee Briar is renowned for his superb 
temperament and paces while his sire Borjells’s Briar 899 was the world’s 
number one dressage sire for seven consecutive years.  Cailin has already begun 
jumping small fences and is very agile and adjustable. Cailin is a beautiful golden 
colour with dapples and has a very affectionate nature. She seeks the company 
of people and thrives on the challenges asked of her. Cailin has the potential to 
be a superb partner for a young rider or smaller adult rider. A versatile horse, we 
expect that she will hunter hack, event, dressage and show jump.  She is the 
type of horse that someone would give their soul for and love every minute they 
spend with her. Rarely does a gorgeous palomino warmblood come up for sale – 
don’t miss this opportunity! Check out Araluen Cailin at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XOccOtKrRs and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwQoY6s2eh4 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caPRz9XNVeM

Playing Hours
Alleged

Hoist the Flag
Princess Pout 

Playlist
Prince John
Determined Lady

Araluen Tiger Lily
Byalee Briar (imp)

Bjorsells Briar 899
Florine

Goldluma White Amy
Claredale Champagne Chalie
Daluma Idol Gold

Palomino mare 3/11/12 mature 15.3hh
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Frisky Morning R
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS     

LOT
14

Fiji R is a Grand Prix stallion who is fast developing a reputation for throwing 
very good looking foals, who are very quiet and who really, really move. Frisky 
Morning R has all of this AND has also inherited from her Jive Magic mother, 
power and scope to burn. She is a fascinating study of a beautiful blend of two 
very different lines. Both of these lines, the Florestan I line and the Jazz line, are 
legends in their own right the world over. Frisky Morning R is a sensation. She is 
very petite with a finely chiselled face. She moves with the grace of a ballerina, 
however she also has great technique from behind and comes off the ground in 
defiance of gravity. Frisky Morning R is pretty enough to hack and is extremely 
friendly and loves people. Her full brother Frosty Morning R sold at auction for 
$35,500 and was a beautiful ride for everyone who trialled him. On the dam’s 
side Frisky Morning R is out of a Jive Magic mare, Just Morning R, who in turn 
is out of a Richmeed Medallion mare. Both Jive Magic and Richmeed Medallion 
were sensational Grand Prix competition stallions. Diamond Delight, the great 
grand-dam right down the bottom, is by Don Ramiro who was the most amazing 
young dressage stallion under Heath Ryan before being sold back to Germany. 
Diamond Delight is in turn out of a Salute mare! Frisky Morning R is so modern 
and so beautiful.

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Just Morning R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Misty Morning R
Richmeed Medallion (imp)
Diamond Delight

Bay filly 22/12/15 mature 16.1hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Argentille Pintor
ON ACCOUNT OF VAL d’ARGENT WB STUD

LOT
14b

Chestnut gelding 2004 17.1hh

Argentille Pintor is an impressive individual of power, scope, athleticism 
and raw talent. Standing at an imposing 17.1hh, he is a dressage horse 
for the big shows. He already trots like a Grand Prix horse and shows 
so much ability for the high end work. He may have some age up but 
has absolutely no wear or tear on his legs, which makes him mature-
minded.
He naturally lifts and propels himself effortlessly and lowers the quarters 
when touched with the whip. He only needs a patient and confident 
rider with big ambitions to carry on his training. He has done limited 
shows with impressive results, is rarely beaten and is always in the top 
two placings. He is outstanding to take out and handles the buzz of the 
show atmosphere well. 
Pintor is suited to a confident rider only. He is good in big groups of 
horses out at shows, travels well and really loves to have a cuddle and 
bond with the one person. Because of this, Ashwood Park Equestrian 
offers three weeks or 15 individual lessons for free so we can really get 
you going with him. He is an impressive horse who requires the right 
rider to bring out the best in him.

Argentille Picasso (imp)
Primas Pilot

Pr St Leidenschaft

Flocke Feurschein I
Gretel

  Wilga (HSB)
Winterkoenig (imp) Woermann

Pik Dame

Sister Polly Silky Baby
Selling Dreams

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Thru the Mist
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS

LOT
15

Thru the Mist is a dashing grey gelding by the well-performed Grand Prix 
stallion Mayfield Pzazz. Mayfield Pzazz is well known for his beautiful 
temperament which he has passed on to Thru the Mist. Mayfield Pzazz is 
himself one of Australia’s leading Grand Prix Dressage horses and is ridden 
by Kerry Mack. Mayfield Pzazz is by the super sire Jazz who has sired 
multiple Grand Prix horses. Thru the Mist is out of a thoroughbred mare 
called Pindarri’s Honour who is by Toy Pindarri who sired many successful 
racehorses and was known for producing tough horses, with a good jump 
and excellent temperaments. Thru the Mist is an athletic highly trainable 
young horse with three lovely paces, a super walk, great trot and beautifully 
balanced canter. He will excel in either eventing or dressage with the correct 
training. He is a gentle individual with a very sweet temperament and loves 
being around people. Thru the Mist is looking for a loving home and we feel 
he would really come into his own as someone’s special partner. Thru the 
Mist is currently schooling at Ryans Equestrian Centre and is more than 
ready to take on the competition world.

Mayfield Pzazz
Jazz

Cocktail 
Charmante

Elisa
Amulet
Sariena

Pindarri’s Honour 
Toy Pindarri

Brigand
Small Edition

Honour Bound
The Judge
Roan Richochet

Grey gelding 2011 16.2hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Buckwell Park Jordyn
ON ACCOUNT OF BUCKWELL PARK       

LOT
16

Buckwell Park Jordyn has that WOW factor, a real standout in the crowd being 
a black and white tobiano!  She is a powerful, rising 3yo with good bone, 
presence, suppleness and flexibility.  She displays three exceptional paces with 
spring and flair, and shows a very trainable disposition. Her sire is imported 
warmblood What’s Colour by Grand Prix champion Samber Prix Champion, the 
only coloured stallion to be approved to date, into the prestigious KWPN Stud 
Book. What’s Colour is a young stallion competing Prix St George but training 
soundly in all the Grand Prix movements, in particular showing amazing talent 
in piaffe and passage.  Buckwell Park Jordyn is an embryo transfer from 
Buckwell Park Gossip Girl (Robbie Soster) as a 2yo.  Buckwell Park Gossip 
Girl is a multi-supreme champion in the show ring and now competing with 
enormous success in the dressage arena - 4th in the 4yo young horse classes 
at Sydney CDI 2015 and with wins at novice level.  She is by talented young 
import, Highlight Australia (Judy Dierks) winner of PSG Sydney CDI.  She 
combines proven performance bloodlines through Donnerhall, Weltmeyer, 
Carbine and Souvenir.  She can be registered warmblood & Arabian warmblood.  
Check her out at https://youtu.be/VsTGY5gfQmk

What’s Colour (imp)
Samber

Pericles
Tina

Oraya H
Mecenas
Beatrix

Buckwell Park Gossip Girl
Highlight Australia (imp)

Hochadel
Westlife

Buckwell Park Cascade
Carbine (imp)
Buckwell Park Destiny

Black & white tobiano filly 23/08/2013  
mature 16.3hh
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Byalee Jem
ON ACCOUNT OF ROSS AND PAT TUBNOR     

LOT
17

What a package! A filly boasting Grand Prix stallions on both sides - and a mare, 
daughter of a Grand Prix stallion and a sensational mover - and a service to 
the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in Australian history. Byalee 
Jem is by Jive Magic out of a TB mare who was jumping B-grade fences and 
performing piaffe easily. An excellent mother and superb broodmare, Jem has 
been trouble free. The filly, Belle, is as her name suggests, beautiful. Showing all 
the promise of her illustrious pedigree, Belle has been displaying her potential 
since birth. Clever and highly trainable, Belle shows all the right movement in 
the paddock, but what else would you expect from such a spectacular pedigree? 
Great-grandsire, Jazz, represented Holland as an international Grand Prix 
horse at the 2002 WEG in Spain. Grandsire Jive Magic earned the reputation 
of being the most powerful Grand Prix horse in Australia before injury cut short 
his campaign. Her sire needs no introduction – the amazing Regardez Moi. A 
fantastic broodmare, an exquisite black filly and a service to one of Australia’s 
greatest dressage stallions. Wow!  Check them out at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kKJZK-9t2ck&feature=youtu.be

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Tongy Impression
Reckless Fred

Reckless Dan
Let’s Know

Prime Heiress
Primed
Lynaire

Brown mare 15.3hh 2003
With filly foal at foot and service to Regardez Moi
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Holstein Park Universal
ON ACCOUNT OF PHILIPPA CREAMER      

LOT
18

The aptly named Universal is equally well bred for and suited to all Olympic 
disciplines. His star-studded pedigree reads elite performance on every line. Sire 
Unanimous (a 5yo) is competing at elementary level with scores in excess of 
70%. Sire Uphill was Dutch advanced champion and Uphill’s dam is by WEG 
(2014) contender Johnson (Jazz x Florestan).Many of Unanimous’s first foals 
have been awarded elite status at ace classification. Now we add the equally 
impressive dam’s side. Landers Ruby is the dam of a stunning Quaterback mare, 
a promising jumper by Calgary and a magnificent stallion by Jazz. Ruby’s sire 
Lander produced many performance horses including London Olympian Holstein 
Park Leilani who went on to win the eventing at Aachen the following year. 
Ruby’s sire Rocadero was German champion of the Holsteiner classification in 
1982. Rocadero produced competitive offspring in all disciplines including GV 
Bullwinkle, who was on the reserve list (dressage) for the London Olympics with 
Rozzie Ryan. On the base line of the pedigree is the imported mare Maurikel who 
produced A-grade showjumper Emmaville Charm for Grant Hughes and is the 
granddam of many successful dressage horses. Universal does not only have the 
genetics of an elite athlete, he also displays the talent for dressage with three 
correct ground-covering paces and a flair for jumping with super technique. 
Combine this with a sensitive but really sensible temperament - and you have 
the beginning of an Olympic dream. Check out the slideshow of Holstein Park 
Universal at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFemdVX33dg

Unanimous
Uphill

Oscar
Naomi Ceroon

Bellefleur
Johnson
Flora

Holstein Park Landers Ruby
Lander (imp)

Lorenz
Mametta

Maurocco
Rocadero (imp)
Maurikel (imp)

Bay gelding 5/12/14 mature 17hh
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Mallyon Hills Whistler
ON ACCOUNT OF MALLYON HILLS WARMBLOOD STUD       

LOT
19

Mallyon Hills Whistler carries genetics that would excite the aspiring eventer. She 
is by the eye-catching, and very talented Wimborne Constable, but also carries 
thoroughbred lines on the dam side leading back to Agricola and Star Kingdom 
via the mare Harvest Jasmine. These lines are almost cliché ‘name dropping’ 
blood lines. Many a purest in the eventing world would like to see a degree of 
thoroughbred blood present in the genetic profile of eventers.  This tends to 
provide more speed and endurance on the cross-country course. So when this 
is combined with genetics such as Constable’s, the potential is very exciting. 
Whistler displays a three correct paces, with huge over-track, snappy hock 
action, and exaggerated elevation. The photo in the catalogue was taken on her 
third-ever jump lane session. She very quickly learnt the job, and sailed over the 
jumps with ease. Her bascule is close to perfect. Whistler being a rising 3yo is well 
handled and ready to start her riding career (and we need to get bigger jumps!). 
Check her out at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8u2XXpM63z4.

Wimborne Constable
Contenda (imp) 

Contendro I
Ballerina

Wimborne Paint it Black
Gribaldi
Wimborne Four Seasons

Mallyon Hills Bertha 
Sea Acreas Leopold

Jaybee Leuwin
Harvest Jasmine

Kahlua on Ice

Gruyere filly 25/08/13 mature 16.2hh
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Blenheim Park Sophia
ON ACCOUNT OF JENNIFER NORTH  

LOT
20

This filly is outstanding and is a proven breeder, having a cracking foal last year. 

She is broken in and could take her career forward either as a broodmare or as 

a top dressage prospect. Her pedigree is as good as it gets – to quote The Horse 

Magazine, ‘there is no going past’ Sir Donnerhall, who is sired by the well-known 

Sandro Hit, a stallion who has sired more dressage sires than any other stallion 

of modern times, about 100 at last count. On the dam line, Contenance D is by 

Donnerhall, the most successful stallion maker of the big three in dressage. 

One of the other two, Weltmeyer, is represented on the dam line of this mare, 

being the granddam of HB Welt Matisse.  With such blued-blooded pedigrees on 

both sides, it is almost impossible to imagine that Sophia would not excel in the 

competition arena or create another generation of outstanding horses for the 

Olympic disciplines. A great opportunity!

Sir Donnerhall
Sandro Hit

Sandro Song
Loretta

Contenance D
Donnerhall
Contenance I

HB Welt Matisse
Weltruhm

Weltmeyer
Navarina

Matilde
Wunder
Newmarket

Liver chestnut mare 11/11 16.2hh
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Fairbanks Ruff Diamond
ON ACCOUNT OF LAUREN DENNIS    

LOT
21

Fairbanks Ruff Diamond, known as Rudi in the stables, is a quality 11yo 
warmblood who is EA, SHCA and AWHA registered. Rudi has done some showing 
with previous owner but has since only been ridden for pleasure and basic 
dressage due to health and time constraints of current owner. Rudi thrives on 
consistent work, loves attention and is a pleasure to have around - easy to clip, 
shoe, float etc. Rudi would ideally suit a rider who has time to continue the 
professional work he has recently received and unlock his full potential. Rudi is 
currently at the Ryans schooling with Cathryn Herbert and is really coming along. 
He has started jumping and is proving to be brave and straightforward and we 
expect him to be confidently jumping small showjump and cross country courses 
in the next few weeks. He is entered in the next local dressage day and will 
continue his dressage schooling. Rudi has an excellent work ethic and has lovely 
swing through the back with excellent medium trot. He is soft and willing to ride.

Royal Diamond
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Eliktia
Inschallah
Elektia

Fairbanks Genelle
Gelriano

Gelria
Wendria

Bouncy
Tristram
Lady Wiston

Chestnut gelding 3/09/05 16.2hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Argentille Ilkaram
ON ACCOUNT OF VAL d’ARGENT WB STUD

LOT
21b

Liver chestnut gelding 2003 16.1hh

With his gleaming liver coat and two hind stockings, great conformation 
and three high-quality paces, this horse is offered for sale for the first 
time.
He is by FEI stallion Ilkay, who was imported into Australia by Val 
d’Argent and is by Variant. Variant is the sire of Fewrie, who is the dam 
of the famous Negro (Valegro) an exceptionally producing line of 
international dressage horses time after time.
Argentille Ilkaram is a horse who has been successful at every official 
dressage event and is always in the high placings with several wins 
and regularly scoring around the 68% mark. He handles everything in 
his stride. He has been to Cessnock Show where he won and placed 
in the Show Hunter classes and won the rider class with a junior rider. 
He requires no lunging or work-down and is reliable and safe in all 
situations.
He has a forward-thinking attitude. His ears are always pricked and 
he has a wonderful character. Ilkaram is training at Medium level with 
super laterals, and is regularly competed. He shows versatility in several 
disciplines. He has jumped already over a metre and is confident doing 
so. He is a horse that is all heart and never says no.

Argentille Ilkay (imp)
Variant Afrikaner

Lilum

Dorette Ramiro Z
Odette

Wilga (HSB)
Winterkoenig (imp) Woermann

Pik Dame

Sister Polly Silky Baby
Selling Dreams

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Queen Bee R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
22

Queen Bee R is absolute sweetheart who, right from the start, has been friendly, 
confident and inquisitive. Queen Bee R is by our newest addition Questing R 
who has just hit the competition scene winning his first test with a huge 83%. 
Questing R is by Quarterback and carries the Quando Quando bloodline.  Quando 
Quando represented Australia in 2006 at the WEG in Aachen, Germany, and at the 
2008 Olympic Games in Hong Kong. Quando has the most amazing temperament 
and this has found its way all the way down to Questing R. Quarterback, the sire 
of Questing R, was the Bundeschampion 3yr old riding horse. He scored a 10 for 
his rideablilty. The dam of Queen Bee R, Jonquil R, is every bit as spectacular in 
that she is a full sister to Jeff the Chef W who right this moment is competing 
Grand Prix in the USA, initially with Silva Martin and now with Michael Baritone. 
Interestingly enough, Jeff the Chef W was the very first foal ever to be born by 
Jive Magic. Jive Magic has often been described as Australia’s most powerful 
Grand Prix dressage horse. Shannon R , the granddam of Queen Bee R, is by 
Salute, who in turn is the sire of Victory Salute who placed 9th at the 2010 World 
Equestrian Games with Brett Parbery in the saddle. Shannon R is also the dam of 
five FEI dressage horses Jeff the Chef W (Grand Prix in USA), Don Romeo (Grand 
Prix in the UK), Daylight (Grand Prix in Germany) and Don Riveria (Prix St Georges 
in Australia). A truly impressive family!
Dam Jonquil is Lot 5 in the catalogue.

Questing R
Quarterback

Quarterman
Passionata

Hunterview Benita
Brentano II
Hunterview Pia

Jonquil R
Jive Magic (imp)

Jazz
Kind of Magic

Shannon R
Salute (imp)
Monika

Chestnut filly 1/12/15 mature 16.1hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Tanderra WoodBank River Gem
ON ACCOUNT OF TANDERRA PERFORMANCE HORSES        

LOT
23

This sensational weanling has it all - pedigree, looks, movement and a 
wonderful temperament. River Gem is by the imported Hanoverian approved 
stallion, River Dance, who competed at Inter I level and has since produced Sue 
Hearn’s shortlisted Rio Olympic hopeful Remmington, along with many other 
successful dressage and eventers in Australia, NZ and England. On the dam 
side is the influential sire Gymnastik Star (imp/dec) who produced the NZ Grand 
Prix representative Gym Star One and Graf Landau (imp/dec). Graf Landau has 
produced numerous horses with big movement and great jumping ability as well 
as a number of classy dressage horses, premium broodmares and more recently 
several talented showjumpers and eventers like Kinnordy Goerlitz (Grand Prix 
showjumper), KS Genoa representing Australia at the WEG, Aachen 06 and 
finalist at the Olympic Games (Hong Kong 2008) and Watermark Grayson, 3* 
eventer. On the bottom line is Walpurgis, by Winterkoenig (imp/dec) who has 
also produced a list of impressive performers in dressage and eventing and 
is renowned as a sire of broodmares. River Gem is uncomplicated and highly 
trainable. With three simply breathtaking paces comes the ability to collect and 
spring forward with power.  Gem is destined for greatness, an investment in the 
future for a competitive rider with sensational broodmare potential in retirement. 
Gem is simply exquisite and absolutely correct. She is registered AWHA and 
branded.

River Dance (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Atossa
Ataturk
Carmen

Tanderra WoodBank  
Garland Gem

Gymnastik Star (imp)
Gleuckspitz
Creasy

Kinnordy Gala
Graf Landau (imp/dec)
Walpurgis

Black/brown filly 27/11/15 mature 16.1hh
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Jaika R is a beautiful type with great paces and represents a line that is fast 
becoming one of the outstanding Ryans’ performance lines. Jaika R is by Jive 
Magic who, under Rozzie Ryan, was recognised as one of the most powerful grand 
prix horses ever in Australian history. Jaika R is out of the Salute/Ludendorf mare 
Slinky. Slinky’s dam, Lynx, is a full sister to the Grand Prix horse Londoner, who 
won the Trans-Tasman Grand Prix with Olympic rider Mary Hanna. Slinky herself 
is by Salute, who in turn is the sire of Victory Salute who came 9th in the world 
at the World Equestrian Games in Kentucky USA 2010. Jaika R is a full sister 
to Janet R who sold at auction for $22,000 and is performing brilliantly under 
saddle right now. Remington R is a half-brother who sold overseas for $45,000. 
Jolly R is a full-sister and is featured on www.bzwarmbloods.com. Jolly R has 
produced BZ Rafael who is now under saddle with Breanna Tillitzki and although 
still in the early stages of his career is already winning local competitions and 
Bree has high hopes that he will be her Olympic horse in the future. Jaika R is 
a tall, leggy filly with huge scopey movement and a real presence. Jaika R is 
a top-of-the-range consideration as a dressage star and/or a top-of-the-range 
commercial consideration from a future broodmare point of view.

Jive Magic (imp)
Jazz

Cocktail
Charmante

Kind of Magic
Fruhling
Gieke Utopia

Slinky R
Salute (imp)

Saluut
Inia

Lynx
Ludendorf (imp)
Alpha II

Jaika R 
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
24

Bay filly 25/09/15 mature 16.3hh

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Sire Charlemagne Ego Z is impressing all at World Cup showjumping events 
throughout the country under rider David Finch. Grandsire Calvaro Z has 
competed at Olympics, World and European championships also winning 
several GP & World Cup showjumping events throughout the world. Charlston 
(aka Charli) also carries the bloodlines of showjumping greats Calvin Z, Caletto 
I and II, Cantus and Contender. Charli’s dam Carousel has produced stunning 
dressage offspring including SA Dressage Champs winner, sold overseas for 
a record price. Dam of Carousel, Derreen Wildflower was herself a Grand Prix 
dressage mare under rider Bennett Conn. Carousel is by Contango II, who after 
only 8 years at stud in Australia left his mark with many great performance 
horses and broodmares. His sire Contango was the winner of his performance 
test with the highest scores in both dressage and showjumping. He went on to 
become a multi-GP dressage winner in the USA. Charli is an attractive young 
horse who displays tons of natural athletic ability, being equally talented for 
dressage, showjumping or eventing. Charli is also super cute and would suit the 
show ring. He has a lovely, friendly nature wrapped in an attractive suit of grey. 
Check out Holstein Park Charlston at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nraZGfOAdnU    

Charlemagne Ego Z (imp)
Calvaro Z 

Caletto I
Rixa

Capri Ego Z 
Calvin Z
Ego Agena

Derreen Carousel
Contango II (imp)

Contango
Abraxis

Derreen Wildflower
Anglo
 

Holstein Park Charlston
ON ACCOUNT OF PHILIPPA CREAMER

LOT
25

Grey gelding 3/01/15 mature 16.2hh
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Flash is a talented young horse, with three uphill and outstanding paces. She 
is by the beautiful grey stallion, Deltry Valentino, who brings together the Grand 
Prix bloodlines of both Richmeed Medallion (imp, dec) and Regardez Moi (imp). 
Richmeed Medallion competed to CDI level as well as siring other Grand Prix 
horses such as Byalee Magic, and eventers such as Olympic horse Mystery 
Whisper. On the dam line, Flash boasts Ludendorf (imp, dec) who was one of 
the first Europeam warmblood stallions imported to Australia to be trained and 
campaigned by Heath Ryan. He too competed at Grand Prix level as well as 
proving successful at eventing. Flash shows great conformation, with a free 
shoulder and exceptional good hindlegs. She has been working very well on 
the lunge. She has a nice temperament and is very intelligent mare who enjoys 
her work. She would excel in dressage or eventing with a professional rider or 
experienced home.

Flash 
ON ACCOUNT OF SONJA HESSEL       

LOT
26

Grey mare 2012 15.3hh

Deltry Valentino  
Richmeed Medallion (imp)

May Sherif
Catherston Desert Storm

Deltry Pardon Moi
Regardez Moi (imp)
 

Beaurorda Luly
Ludendorf (imp)

Luciano
Elfit

TB
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This mare, nicknamed Isabella, is absolutely gorgeous. She has all the character, 
movement and presence that the union of her sire and dam could muster. She 
is in foal to MJK Quartzz of Gold. Quartzz of Gold is by Quaterback (also sire of 
Questing R, the youngest AOS stallion) out of an Alberich mare and promises a 
foal that exudes talent and potential. Isabella is a riding and breeding prospect 
being by Regardez Moi, the most winning Grand Prix dressage stallion in 
Australian history with more than 40 Grand Prix wins. Regardez Moi has won the 
Grand Prix Freestyle Grand Final at Equitana three times, the Grand Prix Freestyle 
at Sydney CDI a record-breaking six times, and is the only stallion in the world 
competing at the top dressage levels alongside his own progeny who have also 
reached these levels, for example Utopian Cardinal. On the dam line, Isabella out 
of an Ilkay mare. Ilkay was imported to Australia where he was a successful FEI 
stallion. And right down on the bottom line is Ludendorf, one of the first European 
stallions imported to Australia and a sire of Grand Prix dressage horses and 
eventers. Isabella is set to continue her career as a valuable broodmare or begin 
a competition life!

Blenheim Park Regardette
ON ACCOUNT OF JENNIFER NORTH        

LOT
27

Liver chestnut mare 07/10/09 16.2hh
PPT to MJK Quartzz of Gold

Regardez Moi (imp)
Rubinstein

Rosenkavalier
Antine

Clothilde
Consul
Debby

Argentille Isador
Argentille Ilkay (imp)

Variant
Dorette

Stirling Loriander
Ludendorf (imp)
Stirling Coriander
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Green Rocks Fleur is a beautifully bred, elegant chestnut filly, by the imported FEI 
stallion Fiji R, who is winning at Grand Prix level with young rider Bree Tilitzki. Fiji 
R is by Florencio, 5yo and 6yo World Champion young dressage horse. Fleur’s 
dam, Ribena R, is by the fabulous Grand Prix stallion, Regardez Moi, three-time 
Australian Grand Prix Champion and Australian representative at the World Cup 
Final in Las Vegas USA in 2009.  Ribena R’s dam, Shakira R, is by Salute, Salute 
being the sire of Victory Salute (Australian Grand Prix Champion and 9th at WEG 
in USA);  Stirling Stilton (highest-scoring Australian at the WEG in Spain in 2002) 
DP Christopher (NSW Grand Prix Dressage Champion); Stirling Sprite (advanced 
eventer and World Cup showjumper with Olympian Vicki Roycroft); Staccato 
(previously ranked number one eventing stallion in the world); Stirling Soux (4-
star eventer); F1 Pharenelli (4-star eventer); Sydney Lights (3-star eventer); and 
Salute also sired the dam of Mystery Whisper (competed London Olympics 2012. 
Ribena R’s full brother, Rock Legend is campaigned by owner Kay Justice and 
he shows great talent for piaffe, passage, flying changes and canter pirouettes. 
Heath says Rock Legend is born for the Grand Prix arena. Fleur has been 
beautifully handled and raised and has to be for somebody special.

Green Rocks Fleur 
ON ACCOUNT OF ALEX AND KAY JUSTICE   

LOT
28

Chestnut filly 4/12/2014 mature 16.2hh

Fiji R (imp)
Florencio I

Florestan I
Walessa

Hawaii
Harvard
Habanera

Ribena R
Regardez Moi (imp)

Rubinstein
Clothilde

Shakira R
Salute (imp)
Lucilla R

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com
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Annie is a beautiful type of mare with a beautiful front and has great presence. 
Annie is by Australian Grand Prix Champion Jaybee Alabaster. Jaybee Alabaster 
represented Australia at the World Equestrian Games in 2010 and again at the 
World Cup in 2012 with Rachel Sanna in the saddle. Annie’s dam Harriet has the 
well-known Falkland, Monopol and Lander genetics. Lander was a World Cup 
showjumper, FEI dressage horse and was also very successful in the showing 
arena. The Falkland and Monopol bloodlines are carried through by Falkrich. 
Falkrich is the sire of the World Cup showjumping stallion Wirragulla Nicklaus and 
is also the sire of two Grand Prix dressage horses, Finagin and Frontier. Annie has 
had several foals for us, all of which have been really beautiful and really move. 
Annie is in foal to Questing R who is our new young superstar dressage stallion. 
Questing R is really quiet and has sensational movement. He is still young but we 
hope for great things to come. The first Questing R foals are on the ground right 
now and without exception are beautiful types and have inherited their father’s 
incredible temperament. All of the Questing foals are exciting movers. Chatham 
Park Annie is being sold in with a live foal guarantee.

Chatham Park Annie
ON ACCOUNT OF RYANS       

LOT
29

Liver chestnut mare 2005 16.2hh
PPT to Questing R due 06/09/2016

Jaybee Alabaster
Alabaster

Akzent II
Waleska

Gloria
Glorieux
Grosse Liebe

Harriet
Falkrich

Falkland
Monogal

Lander Mare
Lander
 

Pic: PeterStoop63@gmail.com



After the hammer falls, 
don’t go anywhere 
without insuring 
your horse. 

IRT Insurance covers all breeds of horse, for all types of 
owners, and all kinds of risk from travel to Colic Surgery. 
But every policy starts with the same simple goal – 
protecting you and your horse.

What will I be covered for?  
Death and Theft of your horse.

What extras can I insure?  
Colic Surgery and Stallion Infertility.

How do I arrange fall of hammer cover?  
Speak to Cheryl Dods from IRT Insurance who will be 
attending this event. Mobile: 0411 703 703.

How long do claims take to be paid?  
Once all of your documentation has been received by  
us your claim should be finalised within 7 business days.

AFSL 247020

To find out how 
IRT Insurance can help 
you and your horse, 
please contact us today 
on 1800 331 215

www.irtinsurance.com
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